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We will pick you up in Tbilisi and drive to Kvemo Alvani, one 
of the Tush winter villages, through the 1620m high Gombori

Pass.
In Kvemo Alvani we will load  the rest of the gear we will need 

for our off the beaten path tour.  We are then on our way to 
Tusheti.

Off road through the Stori Gorge, big forests and waterfalls 
with stops for photos on the way.  The Abano Pass is 2950 

Off road through the Stori Gorge, big forests and waterfalls 
with stops for photos on the way.  The Abano Pass is 2950 

metres high, the highest drivable mountain pass in the 
Caucasus.

The drive from Tbilisi to Chighlaurta, the home village of my 
Tushetian partner, will be about 6 hours. Driving distance all 

together is 200 km, the altitude is around 2050 metres. In 
Chiglaurta, which is the starting point for most of our tours, we 
will stay in his house- don’t expect comfort, the village has no 
electricity!  But the view from the balcony is worth it. You can 

see the mountain ranges, which separate Tusheti from 
Daghestan and Chechnya, with some 4 to 5 thousand metre

peaks.









After breakfast we will load the packhorses and hike in 
the direction of Chala and Khiso, on the main road. This 

will take us about 2 hours with some small rivers to cross 
on the way.

Near Khiso we will take a short break, before we go up to 
Khisostavi. The altitude is going slowly up, more rivers, Khisostavi. The altitude is going slowly up, more rivers, 

one bigger, some small ones. This is one of the most 
beautiful hikes in Tusheti, full of peaceful meadows and 

forests. All together we will hike for about five hours.
On our final destination we will visit a sheep farm and we 

will camp with our tents nearby at about 2900 metres. 
Visiting the shepherds will give you a much closer look at 

the Tush lifestyle.  The views up here are beyond 
imagination.







From the farm we head onwards and upwards, about one 
hour before we reach the path which will lead us to the 
Oreti lake above Kumelaurta village, 2650 metres above 

sea level. The whole hike will be around four to five 
hours, which gives us a lot of time to rest whenever you hours, which gives us a lot of time to rest whenever you 

want. We camp in a serene spot near the lake, if you want 
you can take a swim but it is absolutely freezing- don’t 

say I didn’t warn you!

Like the other days unbelievable views all around, both 
during the hike and from the lake. From some spots on 

the way you can sneak a glimpse into Dagestan. 







From Oreti lake we will descend, gently at first until 
the tree line, but then on a steep but beautiful path 

through the forest.

We emerge from the forest between the villages 
Kumelaurta and Tsokalta. We will stop there to catch 
our breath before heading back to Chiglaurta. There 
are two ways to continue, the choice is yours as to are two ways to continue, the choice is yours as to 

which way we go. Less tiring would be to follow the 
road to the village of Chala, where we would turn on 
the road heading to Chiglaurta.  The other option is 
to go up to Kvemo Omalo, from where a path starts 
to Khakhabo, this is a steep and rarely-used descent, 

but very beautiful and is my personal 
recommendation.  Hiking time today is about six 

hours. We spend the night in Chiglaurta, where you 
can sit on the balcony or chat with the neighbours.





After breakfast we will start to drive down to 
Kakheti, with the chance to bathe in the hot water 
spring beyond the Abano pass, which has medical 
effects as well, with its minerals inside. Not a bad 

idea at all after some time out of civilization!idea at all after some time out of civilization!

In Kvemo Alvani we break for lunch before we 
drive you back to Tbilisi with stops in Alaverdi, 

Shuamta and Ujarma on the way.

This tour is moderately challenging, and only 
possible from mid June til the end of September







I hope you enjoyed reading the tour description, I 
tried long to find the perfect design, but please 
don’t judge so hard on me, English is not my 

native language, friends helped me proofreading. 
Same goes for the design, I am not professional 
designer either, just did it in a way I thought I designer either, just did it in a way I thought I 

would enjoy to read. 

I added mostly my own photos which are mostly 
unedited. Due to the fact I havent taken photos 

everywhere, I used photos of friends as well, not 
downloaded ones.




